
KDG ELA Unit 3 

Grade Level:Kindergarten 
Unit Name: Unit 3 (Benchmark Unit 5 & 6) 
Pacing: 6 weeks 

Priority Standards:  
 
K-R-1-Ac With assistance, develop and 
demonstrate reading skills in response to 
read aloud by: retelling main ideas or 
important facts from a read aloud or 
familiar story 
 
K-R-1-Da Read independently for 
sustained periods of time by: engaging 
with text as developmentally appropriate 
 
K-R-2-Aa With assistance, read, infer, and 
draw conclusions to: identify elements of a 
story, including setting, character, and key 
events. 
 
K-R-2-Af With assistance, read, infer, and 
draw conclusions to: compare and contrast 
adventures of characters in familiar story.  
 
K-R-3-Aa With assistance, read, infer, and 
draw conclusions to: identify the topic and 
details in an expository text heard and / or 
read, referring to the words and / or 
illustrations 
 
K-R-3-Cc With assistance, read, infer and 
draw conclusions to: name the main topic 
and recall key details of the text. 
 
K-RF-1-Aa Develop print awareness in the 

Learning Targets: 
 

●  I can retell a fiction story. 
●  I can retell a nonfiction story.  

 
 
 

● I can read books on grade level by 
myself 

 

 
● I can name the characters in a 

fiction story.  
● I can tell the key events in a fiction 

story.  
● I can tell the setting of a fiction 

story. 
● I can compare and contrast the 

adventures of characters in stories. 
 
 
 

● I can name the topic of a nonfiction 
story read to me by using the words 
or pictures. 

●  I can name the details in a 
nonfiction story read to me by using 
the words or pictures.  

● I can tell the main topic in a 
nonfiction story. 

 

Supporting Standards:  
 

K-R-Al 
a. predicting what might happen next in a 
text based on the cover, title, and 
illustrations 
 b. asking and responding to questions 
about texts read aloud 
 c. retelling main ideas or important facts 
from a read aloud or familiar story 
 d. connecting the information and events 
of a text to experiences 
 e. recognizing beginning, middle, and end  
 
K-R-1Bb demonstrating understanding of 
opposites (antonyms) 
 
K-R-1Bc. distinguishing meaning between 
verbs describing the same action 
 
K-R-1C With assistance, determine the 
connection between: a. text to self (text 
ideas and own experiences) b. text to text 
(text ideas including similarities and 
differences in fiction and nonfiction) 
 
K-R-2 Ad. Recognize different types of 
texts  
 
K-R-2Ag. Ask and answer questions about 
unknown words in text 
 



reading process by: a. identifying all upper 
case and lowercase letters. 
 
K-RF-1-Ad Develop print awareness in the 
reading process by: d. demonstrating that 
written words are made up of different 
letters 
 
K-RF-2-Aa Develop phonemic awareness 
in the reading process by: identifying 
sounds in spoken words. Middle Sounds 
Ending Sounds 
 
K-RF-2-Ab  producing rhymes in response 
to spoken words. 
 
K-RF-3- Ab Develop phonics in the 
reading process by: b. reading high-
frequency words. 
 
K-RF-3-Ad Develop phonics in the reading 
process by: d. recognizing that new words 
can be created when letters are changed, 
added, or deleted and using letter sound 
knowledge to write simple messages and  
words 
 
K-L-I-Ba In written text: print in upper and 
lowercase letters. 
 
K-L-I-Bg In written text: use inventive 
spelling with beginning, final and medial 
sounds 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

K-R-3-Ab. use titles and illustrations to 
make predictions about text c. identify text 
features d. identify the meaning of 
environmental print  
 
K-RF-1-A Develop print awareness in the 
reading process by: a. identifying all upper- 
and lowercase letters b. sequencing the 
letters of the alphabet 
 c. demonstrating that books are read left 
to right, top to bottom 
 d. demonstrating that written words are 
made up of different letters 
 e. knowing that a sentence is comprised 
of a group of words separated by spaces 
 f. demonstrating one to-one 
correspondence between spoken words 
and written words 
 
K-L-1-Aa. Identify naming words (nouns) 
and action words (verbs)  
 
K-RF-2Af. Blending spoken phonemes to 
form one-syllable words 
g. isolating the initial, medial , and final 
sounds in spoken words 
 h. segmenting spoken words into two or 
three phonemes 
 
 K-RF-3Ac. Blending letter sounds to 
decode simple words 
 
K-L-1A In speech and written form, apply 
standard English grammar to: e. Use 
question words in sentences.  

Big Ideas: 
 

Essential Unit Questions: 
 

Vocabulary: 
 



Technology at School and Home 
 
Stories have a message 
 
 

 

Why do we use technology? 
 
How do we know what is right? 

Opposite, making connections, 
blending, middle sound, key event 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


